2nd Working Group Meeting about

High Performance Electronic Displays

&

1st DFF e.V. Member Assembly

---

**Invitation**

2nd Working Group Meeting including System Integration (SI) of the German Flat Panel Display Forum (DFF e.V.)

hosted by

EIZO GmbH
Siemensallee 84, 76187 Karlsruhe, Germany

Wednesday / Thursday, July 1st/July 2nd, 2015
Wednesday, July 1st, 2015

13:30 Registration at **EIZO GmbH, Siemensallee 84** – DFF e.V., Dr. Schneider
14:00 Welcome and self introduction of the host: EIZO GmbH, Homberg
14:15 Life demonstration of EIZO products in the application area
14:45 Tour through EIZO production area if possible including Siemens EMV hall

16:00 Systemintegration Topic: EMC
Introduction to Display-EMC, emission and interference problems – EIZO GmbH, Homberg
16:15 Transparent EMI Shielding – DFF e.V., Dr. Schneider
16:30 Discussion round about your EMV/ESD issues – all participants
17:00 What other topics would you like see discussed within the SI-Platform – all participants

17:30 Departure to Ettlingen
18:00 Guided walk through the old town of Ettlingen

19:30 Networking Dinner at the Ratsstuben
22:00 End for the day..
Thursday, July 2nd, 2015 – morning – WE ARE NOT AT EIZO GmbH!

09:00 DFF e.V. Board Meeting – Prof. Blankenbach (DFF board members, only)

09:00 Registration at Tagungshotel Rüppur – [http://www.akademiehotel-karlsruhe.de](http://www.akademiehotel-karlsruhe.de)
09:30 DFF e.V. Member Meeting, election of the board, discussion of potential changes in the bylaws, consequences and conclusions - Prof. Blankenbach (DFF e.V. members, only)

10:45 Networking Coffee Break

11:15 Short presentation session – guest & members – to be determined
11:30 A company overview – EIZO GmbH, Jaeger
12:00 High Performance Displays for Medical Applications - EIZO GmbH, Homberg

12:30 Networking lunch and legendary participant’s group photo

Thursday, July 2nd, 2015 – afternoon

13:15 Major new display technology trends seen at SID 2015 – DFF e.V., N.N.
13:45 Driving TFT-LCDs with 10 bit per color – Visteon, Dr. Lauer
14:15 Technologies for contrast improvements of cover glasses – EuropTec, N.N.
14:45 Optical Bonding Solutions for Automotive Displays (Snap Cure Materials) – Momentive, Berndsen

15:15 Networking Coffee break

15:30 High color gamut LED backlighting with QDots – OSRAM, Schulten, Schwedler
16:00 Automated visual inspection of displays – RADIANT VS, van Brecht

16:30 Summary and outlook - Prof. Blankenbach
Logistics

1. Tagungshotel Rüppurr: www.akademiehotel-karlsruhe.de
   There is a limited number of rooms with special rate available.
   Please use keyword „EIZO GmbH“ for room reservation.

2. Hotels near Karlsruhe station (Hauptbahnhof)
   http://www.schlosshotelkarlsruhe.de

3. Star-Inn Hotel near EIZO/Siemens Industrial Park
   http://starinhhotels.com/star-inn-hotel-karlsruhe-siemensallee

Directions to Ettlingen for the Wednesday evening program (see map below):

   (1) Meeting point at the „Narrenbrunnen“ on the „Schloßplatz“ 18:00
   (2) Nearest Tram station „Erbprinz / Schoss“
   (3) Parking garage: „Zentrum / Schloss“

It is about 2min walk from either the tram station or the parking garage to the meeting point